
Europe Since Worid War II
The Big Change
Revised Ediqnq.
Enlarged
By NORMAN LUXENBURG
From reviews of the
previous edition:

Through cogent narra-
tive and clear tables,
substantial data are pre-
sented depicting the
phenomenal progress
the European nations
have made in the areas of
industrial output, energy
production, agriculture,
communications, hous-
ing, tourism, education,
and health." -American
Political Science Review

"The book is supported by much useful statistical data and
handsome photography. There is also a good bibliography
and Index."-Library journal
Wth 21 photos, 7mapsand S3 tables. $12.95

Secrets of the Fascist Era
How Uncle Sam Obtained Some of
the Top-Level Documents of Mussolini* Period
By HOWARD McGAW SMYTH

"Almost nothing has been written on this subject and this
book, based largely on unpublished materials, fills the gap
in our knowledge regarding the Kalian documentary collec-
tions now available in Washington."

"Journal of Modem History

"In places it resembles a tale of international adventure and
intrigue.....An indispensable reference work, and...a fas-
cinating account In its own right" -American Historical
Review Illustrated. $5.95 paperback
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KANDINSKY IN MUNICH
The Formative
Jugendstil Years
PEG WEISS
It was in Munich shortly after the
turn of the century that Wassiry
Kandinsky made his historic
breakthrough to abstract painting.
At that time, Munich was an
international art center and the
home of Germany's Art Nouveau
movement, Jugendstil, which was
still the vitalizing art force of the day.
Peg Weiss examines the effect of
the Jugendstn atmosphere on
Kandinsky's development 167
Ulus., 8 in color. 8Vfe x 8%". $30.00

GERMAN REARMAMENT
AND THE WEST,
1932-1933
EDWARD W. BENNETT
This probing examination of the
period just before and after Hitler
came to power corrects many
misconceptions about German
rearmament Drawing on
previously unexploited sources,
Edward Bennett unravels German
military plans and shows their
implications, undermining the
notion that Hitter's accession
represented a radical break with
Germany's past He also lays bare
the fears and rivalries that hindered
the West's response, particularly at
the 1932-1933 World
Disarmament Conference. $35.00

POLISH SOCIETY CINDER
GERMAN OCCUPATION
The GeneraJgouvemement,
1939-1944
JAN TOMASZ GROSS
By combining historical and
political analysis with a
sophisticated sociological
approach, Jan Gross offers a new
interpretation of the German
occupation of Poland during World
War II. Based on his hypothesis that
a society cannot be destroyed by
coercion short of the physical
annihilation of its members, his
work has a twofold aim: to examine
the model of German occupation
in theory and in practice, and to
identify the pattems of collective
behavior that emerged among the
Polish people in response to vie
social control exercised over them.
$20.00

NOW IN PAPERBACK
SOLDIERS OF
DESTRUCTION
The SS Death's Head
Division, 1933-1945
CHARLES W. SYDNOR, JR.
Dlus. Limited Paperback Edition,
$9.95.
Cloth, $22.50

Write for our new History
Catalogue.
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